Roland CII: Stb=B, Alt=H, Eng=8, Wng=30, Fus=25, Tail=6, Gun=1F+1O Climb=1 Dive=3
RE-8: Stb=B, Alt=M+, Eng=8, Wng=40, Fus=27, Tail=6, Gun=1F+1OL Climb=1 Dive=3
DH-4: Stb=B, Alt=H, Eng=8, Wng=40, Fus=28, Tail=6, Gun=1F+1OL Climb=2 Dive=3

RE-8 cannot use maneuvers 9L2 & 9R2

NOTES:
S = Spin Check
C = May Climb
U = Unjam Guns
F = Plus 1 fire roll
R = May Reload
or may perform a Restricted move next turn